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Supply List 2013-2014 
 

Pre-K: 
-1 pkg. White cardstock 
-1 pkg. colored cardstock (primary colors) 
-1 smock or old t-shirt 
-24 ct. crayons 
-markers 
-20 ct. pencils 
-pencil box 
-scissors (blunt point) 
-3 glue sticks 
-1 box Kleenex 
-1 pkg. baby wipes 
-1 box small ziploc bags 
-1 roll paper towels 
-1 folder with pockets for carrying papers to and from school 
-10 pennies, 10 nickels, and 10 dimes 
  
  

Kindergarten 
-1 box pencils (Ticonderoga is the best and at Walmart) 
-1 24 ct. box crayons 
-1 pair safety scissors 
-1 glue stick 
-1 bottle Elmer's glue 
-2 packs multi-colored construction paper 
-1 box Kleenex 
-1 pencil box (make sure it's really a box and not a zip bag) 
-12" ruler with cm/in 
-2 plain 1" binders (cheap kind) 
- Hide quoted text - 
-2 folders with 3-hole punch design (to go in the binder) 
-1 toolbox-type plastic container to hold supplies minus binder (it would be nice if it 
actually had a permanent hinge) 
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1st Grade 
-Plastic Pencil box 
-12 count box of colored pencils 
-1 pkg Crayola markers (regular size and colors) 
-1 box pencils (6-sided) 
-Red pencils with erasers (at least 2) 
-1 pkg of loose leaf paper (wide-rule) 
-1 pkg erasers (the kind that fit on the pencils like 
little hats) 
-1 homework folder with pockets (any color/preferably the plastic kind) 
-1 plain 1" binder 
-Scissors (Fiskars is a good brand—sturdy and easy 
to work with) 
-2 glue sticks 
-Pencil sharpener that catches shavings 
-1 pkg white cardstock 
-1 pkg colored cardstock (primary colors) 
-1box of Kleenex 
-1 box of baby wipes 
-Backpack/lunchbox 
  
2nd Grade 
 -2 Packages of pencils (Ticonderoga is the best) 
-Package of colored pencils at least a 12 count, Crayola is best (please no crayons or 
markers) 
-Pencil sharpener (that catches shavings) 
-Pencil case/holder (the rectangular plastic kind is best) 
-12" ruler with English and Metric systems with clearly marked start point (the metal are 
best) 
-2 large erasers 
-Glue stick 
-Scissors 
-Notebook for homework 
-Portfolios (folders) for Math (red), Grammar (yellow), Spelling (green), Memory (blue), 
prongs in middle and inside flaps and one that is 'individual' (i.e. Superman) for 
homework (5 total) 
-1 box Kleenex 
-Small size GermX (any brand, no scent) 
-2 1-gallon Ziploc bag 
-1 Package of loose-leaf paper (wide-rule) 
-1 Composition book 
-Backpack 
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3rd Grade 
-Package of pencils, mechanical is fine 
-12-24 pack colored pencils sharpened 
-Pencil case for colored pencils 
-8-12 pack markers 
-Pencil case for other supplies 
-Pencil sharpener that catches shavings 
-Yellow or light colored highlighter 
-Ruler with English and Metric system 
-Blue and red ballpoint pens 
-Pencil case/holder 
-Eraser 
-2 pkg of loose-leaf paper (wide-rule) unopened 
-1/4" graph paper for Math unopened 
-Scissors 
-3" binder 
-12 dividers for 3” binder (plastic work great) 
-1/4” graph paper for Math 
-1 composition book 
-1 package glue sticks (unopened) 
3rd grade Latin 
-4 dry erase markers (student use) 
-1 small dry eraser 
- 1 composition notebook for assignments 
  
4th Grade 
4th Grade 
-Package of pencils, mechanical is fine 
-Package of colored pencils  
-Pencil sharpener that catches shavings  
-Yellow or light colored highlighter 
-Ruler with English and Metric system 
-Blue and red ballpoint pens  
-Pencil case/holder 
-Eraser  
-Package of looseleaf paper (wide-rule) 
-Scissors 
-1" binder  
-1/4” graph paper for Math 
-1 composition book 
-2 red marking pencils 
-3 folders (2 pockets)(3 prong) 
-dry erase markers and eraser 
-Assignment book (can use Latin assignment book; see below) 
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4th Grade Latin 
-2 composition books (one for note taking and other for assignments) 
-1 multi-colored pack of highlighters (grammar ident) 
-1 multi-colored pack pens (grammar ident.) 
  
  
5th-6th  Grade 
- Package of colored pencils (no larger than 24 colors) no crayons or markers, please.  
-Pencil sharpener that catches shavings  
-Yellow or light colored highlighter  
-2 Red pencils w/eraser 
-Ruler with English and Metric system 
-Blue and red ballpoint pens  
-Pencil case/holder 
-Eraser (Pink Pearl type) 
-One three-ring binder with dividers/folders 
-Package of loose-leaf paper (college-rule) 
-1 pack of dry erase markers and eraser (for individual dry erase boards – provided) 
-Graph paper 
-Compass  
-Protractor 
-Scissors 
 
5th-6th Grade Latin 
-2 composition books (one for note taking and another for assignments) 
-1 multi-colored pack of highlighters (grammar ident) 
-1 multi-colored pack pens (grammar ident.) 
  
  
Upper School 
All: 
-College-ruled paper 
-Pencils 
-Pens (black or dark blue) 
-3-ring binder 
-Subject dividers 
-Assignment pad or student planner 
-Bible (ESV, NKJV, or KJV) 
  
Geometry students add: 
-Protractor 
-Compass (quality, German made is best) 
-Ruler 
 


